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Ever since Aristotle observed that historians tell about what has happened while poets tell about what might happen, the relationship between art and reality has been a controversial one. It is hardly my intention here to settle definitively this perennial question or to judge whether history or literature, memory or imagination is more truthful or provides a superior form of knowledge. Rather, as a historian I wish to explore the value and limitations of imaginative literature as a source of reliable information about life in the past and to comment on some of the ways historians can use and abuse literature as historical evidence.

I

Literature is commonly assumed to be a valuable source of information about life in the past. Historians and others have a long tradition of treating literary works as repositories of useful historical evidence, as important windows onto the events, developments, and conditions of earlier times. Herder, for example, believed that by studying a nation’s literature, lernen wir Zeiten und Nationen gewiß tiefer kennen als auf dem täuschenen trostlosen Wege ihrer politischen und Kriegsgeschichte. In dieser sehen wir selten mehr von einem Volke, als wie sie regieren und tödten ließ; in jener lernen wir, wie es dachte, was es wünschte und wollte, wie es sich erfreute, und von seinen Lehrern oder seinen Neigungen geführt ward.2

Herder’s contemporary, Louis de Bonald, was equally confident that, “Were one to see the literature of a people whose history one does not know, one could tell what this people had been.”3 A more recent example from the field of German studies is Paret’s new Art as History, which uses paintings, graphics, novels, and poems as historical sources for exploring nineteenth-century German politics and culture. Literary texts and visual images, Paret declares, are “rich deposits of historical evidence” that “reflect” and “document” facets of the times in which they originated. Artistic creations, he argues, especially those that treat contemporary incidents or conditions, can be valuable sources for the historical understanding of later generations because they “are among society’s most determined efforts to understand itself, and through their insights, errors, and obfuscations we hear the clear voice of the past.”4

Intellectual historians have traditionally been the ones who have valued most highly — and used most extensively — literature as historical evidence. Because of their interest in the history of ideas and of intellectual activity and because fictional literature is one of the primary vehicles through which certain ideas are expressed and transmitted, intellectual historians have always seen creative writers as both influential shapers and sensitive registrars of the larger intellectual currents and general mental climate of their times. Intellectual history focuses on the intellectual content of literary works, for it tends to see literature as a kind of intellectual statement couched in a special artistic form. A work of imaginative literature is often treated as a vehicle for its author’s ideas and is used as a document that reflects the intellectual currents of the past. Traditional intellectual history thus analyzes the ideas authors expressed through their
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literary creations; it relates these ideas to the author’s personality or social and intellectual experiences, studies the relationship between the ideas found in literature and those being expressed by other thinkers of the age, and analyzes to what extent an imaginative writer’s ideas were influenced by and in turn influenced the broader economic, social, political, and intellectual conditions of the times. In short, intellectual historians have traditionally used literary works as more or less transparent windows into the mental processes of past writers and, by extension, into the broader intellectual currents and general intellectual climate that shaped those processes.

Such a use of literature for historical purposes has always involved some methodological problems. First, as most literary scholars would quickly point out, it is a mistake to view a complex literary artwork as though it were a straightforward, systematic statement of ideas, similar to a philosophical essay, a political treatise, or other types of discursive prose. A work of poetic fiction serves quite different purposes, employs different methods, and has different results than do formal works of disquisition; to read a poem, novel, or drama as one might read a work of expository prose is to misread it, for it would be mistaking one genre of writing for another. Second, because the fictional world created by a poem, novel, or drama is a verbal world, “determined at every point by the words in which it is represented,” one cannot separate “form” from “content,” what a work says from how it does so. In other words, fictions are nonparaphrasable: a change in the wording results in a change in the meaning. Third, “ideas” or propositions expressed in a literary work having meaning and significance only in relation to the total context of the work; to abstract them from the larger structure of the whole and examine them in isolation is necessarily to misconstrue them. Complex works of literature—much less isolated passages or phrases extracted from them—cannot be summarized or reduced to simple doctrinal statements without committing a reductive error (the so-called “heresy of paraphrase”) that distorts them by removing them from their proper context. Intellectual historians who look only to the intellectual content of a work of literature without considering its modifying artistic form or without realizing that the aims and techniques of an imaginative writer are quite different from those of a philosopher or a social theorist are likely to be led seriously astray.

Another mistake frequently committed by historians who use literature to study the history of ideas is to confuse the point of view. One must not assume that an idea, attitude, or point of view expressed by a novel’s narrator or by a particular character in a fictional work reflects the author’s point of view. In literary texts one finds multiple “voices” or displacements of the author into narrator, persona, character; to determine which (if any) of the many voices in a work is speaking for the author, additional research is usually necessary in nonliterary sources, such as the author’s letters or diaries. For this reason, biographers or intellectual historians cannot (or rather, should not) deduce much about an author’s life or opinions from the author’s fictional creations. The relation between an author’s private life and his/her creative work is not a simple cause-and-effect relation, and a work of art is not a simple document for biography:

The whole view that art is self-expression pure and simple, the transcript of personal feelings and experiences, is demonstrably false. Even when there is a close relationship between the work of art and the life of an author, this must never be construed as meaning that the work of art is a mere copy of life. The biographical approach forgets that a work of art is not simply the embodiment of experience but always the latest work in a series of such works; it is a drama, a novel, a poem determined, so far as it is determined at all, by literary tradition and convention.

Or as the German intellectual historian Peter Paret concludes in his latest study, “the richer [a work’s] aesthetic substance, the less likely that historical inquiry will penetrate to its core. . . . Works of art, more than other kinds
of evidence, demand our recognition that in the end those qualities that make up their essential nature lie beyond the historian's reach."

Such problems pale in comparison to those presented to intellectual historians by the last several decades of literary theory. By calling into question traditional assumptions about the relation between a literary text and its author, movements like formalism, linguistics, new criticism, structuralism, poststructuralism, hermeneutics, semiotics, and deconstruction have all but pulled the conceptual rug out from under traditional intellectual historians who have relied on literature as a simple window into the past. These new schools of interpretation, reacting against the historical, contextual, and other extrinsic approaches to literature, have shifted attention away from the author and his/her historical setting to the internal aesthetic structure and form of the literary artwork itself. Increasingly literary scholarship has lost interest in what literature says and has focused instead on the way it says it—i.e., on how literary discourse works.

Approximately since the First World War, the literary text has come to be seen as a virtually autonomous thing-in-itself, a "verbal icon" governed by its own intrinsic artistic principles, structures, and strategies. Much of literary theory now treats literature as a self-contained, self-generating system of recurring, transhistorical forms, verbal structures, linguistic conventions, codes, and signs that arise out of the very nature of language. These deeper language codes and structures that lie behind the literary text are closed and autonomous in that they are sealed off from external influences such as the intentions of human subjects, or various intellectual traditions, or historical settings; they are self-referring in that they form an unintended and arbitrary system of signs that refers only to itself. The literary artifact has been severed from its author and insulated from its historical setting. A work of literature, like any structure of language, can no longer be seen as a public expression of a past author's private mental reflections (indeed, the very concept of an "author" has been challenged as an ideological construct, and Barthes has even declared all authors dead[19]). Rather than being an act of self-expression by a human subject, literary texts are increasingly treated as products of a transhistorical linguistic or symbolic system, a creation of language itself. Modern literary theory has thus dehistoricized literature by shifting attention away from the external circumstances and historical setting of a literary work to its intrinsic aesthetic or linguistic elements; from the (historical) context to the text itself; from the time-bound contents of literary works to their timeless forms and structures; and from the expressive subjects or "authorial minds" of the past to the deeper, larger language or discourse that speaks through them.

The ahistorical or even anti-historical thrust of much twentieth-century literary scholarship thus poses a serious problem for intellectual historians who have traditionally considered literature as an intellectual document that can be used to reconstruct the past and recover the intentions of bygone authors. Indeed, in the 1980s, as intellectual historians have come to realize the implications of structuralism, deconstruction, semiotics, language theory, and the like, many in the field have recognized a crisis in their discipline and have begun fundamentally rethinking the premises, goals, and methods of intellectual history, especially the way in which it reads and uses literary texts. Increasingly intellectual historians realize that language can no longer be regarded as a transparent medium of expression; that texts, literary or otherwise, are not "merely concealed intentionalities waiting to be re-expressed at a later date"; and that interpreting a cultural product like a novel does not mean recovering the intentionality of its original author. When using literary texts, intellectual historians would do well to heed the warning of Rodway, who has pointed out that "no literary work can constitute valid evidence in any more general field until its own [intrinsic] nature has been rightly assessed." Before exploring the highly prob-
lematic relation between a text and its various contexts (e.g., the author's life, the author's "intention," the "society," other modes of discourse) intellectual historians must first learn to see literary texts not as "documents" but as "works" or "texts": they must learn to de-emphasize the author's supposed intent and pay more attention to such textual features as the work's linguistic dimensions, its narrative structure, and its rhetorical strategies—in short, how it functions as discourse. Literature, we now realize, is hardly a transparent window onto the thinkers and ideas of the past; intellectual historians who hope to use literary texts as historical evidence will have to learn to use them in quite different ways.

II

If literary scholarship has seemed to move away from history in our century, much of historical scholarship has also moved away from literature. In the same decades that formalism, new criticism, structuralism, and post-structuralism came to the forefront of literary scholarship, traditional forms of historical scholarship such as intellectual history were being seriously challenged and largely displaced by social history. Before the rise of social history, most historians did history "from the top," focusing their attention on the actions and lives of powerful and influential elites, whether rulers or intellectuals. Recent social history, by contrast, has attempted to do "history from below," focusing attention on the lives of everyday, anonymous, ordinary people—the submerged mass of humanity who not only did not create literary texts but usually did not read them either, often because of illiteracy.

Considered as documents that record the perceptions, opinions, and experiences of a small cultural elite, literary works are of little use to the social historian. Social historians are interested not in what a few creative people thought but in how most people actually lived—and in most historical situations, the lives of everyday people are largely untouched by the intellectual currents that come to expression in imaginative literature. Literature is of use to the social historian only if it provides factual information or useful knowledge ("evidence") about the past social life of ordinary people. Such information is conceivably present in the works of past authors who dealt with contemporary social problems and who included much detailed social observation and commentary about the lives of their characters and the social milieu in which those fictional characters operated. Works such as those of the nineteenth-century French realists or the German naturalists—who wanted art to be true to life, who wrote in a deliberately socially realistic style, and who included a wealth of detailed, realistic observations and descriptions about the social conditions of their times—might thus be a valuable source of information for twentieth-century social historians. No less a social observer than Engels, for example, remarked that Balzac "gives us a most wonderfully realistic history of French 'Society'... from which I have learned more than from all the professed historians, economists, and statisticians of the period together," while two prominent twentieth-century literary theorists state: "It is the great novelists above all who give us our social history: compared with what is done in their work—their creative work—the histories of the professional historians seem empty and unenlightening."

Unfortunately, social historians who look to the contents of literature as a source of information and evidence about past social conditions also face a number of problems and pitfalls. No matter how socially realistic or mimetic a literary work purports to be, no matter how full of detailed social observation and description, it does not provide historians with a simple mirror of past social reality.

First, it would be a fallacy to assume that just because a writer intended to portray social conditions realistically, he/she in fact did so. Intention is not the same as achievement; we cannot assume that authors who strove for social realism actually succeeded in attaining it, or that authors who claim to depict historically accurate social conditions in their
works actually do so. To avoid the “intentional fallacy,” therefore, we must not treat a realistic or naturalistic novel as reliable social history merely because its author sought to write as a social historian.

Second, literary works present only indirect, not direct, evidence about the events or conditions they portray and are thus for historians seldom the best relevant evidence. Conscientious historians are bound by what has been called the “rule of immediacy”; they must provide not only evidence for their conclusions but the best relevant evidence—that is, “evidence which is most nearly immediate to the event itself.” On this scale, after the event itself, the next best evidence would be authentic documents or other remains of the event, then direct observations, and so on. Even if an imaginative writer had directly observed the events or conditions he/she writes about—which is seldom the case—any literary account of past events is an indirect, ex post facto, highly mediated account that, by its very nature, mixes its social observation with imagination and reflection. As historical evidence, therefore, literary works rank quite low on the scale of immediacy, and thus they are seldom the best relevant evidence about the past. Even when one can determine, from external evidence, how close particular authors actually were to the events they describe and how they obtained their information about the social conditions they portray, the historically useful insights their literary works can offer are likely to be minimal in comparison with what we know from other, more direct, nonliterary sources.

Third, while socially realistic literary works may contain a wealth of social details (as do many of the novels and dramas of the German naturalists, for example), we cannot assume that these details are in fact accurate depictions of historical conditions. The only way we can be sure of their historical accuracy is to corroborate them by using external, nonliterary evidence. Social details in a fictive work are not necessarily social facts, and specificity by a writer is not necessarily accuracy. It is ironic but true, as Laslett reminds us, that fictional works are generally most reliable concerning precisely those things that are most incidental or peripheral to the main plot or to the author’s central concerns: we are more likely to encounter historically accurate (and independently confirmable) information from an author’s detailed descriptions of everyday physical objects or the material environment than from his/her treatment of socially interesting—but more complex and abstract—“facts,” such as social stratification, class relationships, or the nature of family life. The great danger lies in inferring that because an author accurately depicts certain incidental elements of the physical environment of the past, he/she also gives an accurate account of the larger social events, situations, or relationships with which those physical descriptions are associated in the work.

Fourth, historians who comb literary works for useful historical details too often forget that in a literary text, details are used for aesthetic purposes; they exist within a larger, intricate artistic whole and cannot—or rather, should not—be extracted from their aesthetic context. However realistic their literary style, imaginative writers have chosen to write a work of literature, not of history, and therefore we must presume that artistic, not historical truth is their primary concern. Writers include, leave out, emphasize, or de-emphasize various details, not for their own sake but for larger aesthetic purposes; because imaginative writers use imagination, they “will exaggerate, colour up and tone down, for aesthetic effect, for subjective, psychological reasons, and must end by suppressing some things and inventing others.” On the one hand, this problem of “literary license” means a researcher will never know, from the text itself, just what social details an author has chosen to leave out of the story. And it also means, on the other hand, that the social details included in a work of fiction have meaning only because they are part of a larger aesthetic structure or context. They should not be extracted arbitrarily from this context and squeezed into a completely different context. Before judging the value, mean-
ing, or significance of any individual detail or "fact" in a literary work, the historian must first understand the work as an aesthetic whole and understand what role the "fact" plays within it. Again, as both historians and literary critics frequently remind us, fictive writing must be judged artistically as well as (or rather than) historically, for art is not the same as history or sociology.\textsuperscript{23} "The novelist is only metaphorically and incidentally a historian; whatever the relations of his art with the 'realities' of society, he is finally involved in the making of fictions, and has responsibilities to form that the historian or sociologist does not."\textsuperscript{24}

Finally, those social historians fortunate enough to find accurate, historically reliable details of social observation in literary works must beware of two additional fallacies: the fallacy of the lonely fact, and the fallacy of composition. That is, they must beware of generalizing from a single case, and of reasoning from a member of a group to the group itself.\textsuperscript{25} Responsible social historians must always ask just how representative are the particular social "facts" found in literary works. Characters or situations depicted in literature are often composites, "ideal types," which may well lack a "temporally specific context" — i.e., there may never have been a person, a group, a time, or a place that actually possessed all (or even most) of the attributes portrayed by the author.\textsuperscript{26} Even when the situations or attributes depicted in the work do correspond to a temporally specific context, such details may not have been common or typical in the past. When fiction portrays certain kinds of social behavior or situations, the historian must ask how widespread or frequent such behavior or situations actually were. This, of course, is something that again can be determined only by using other, non-literary sources. Bramsted, who attempted to use the realistic German novels of the nineteenth century to study the social lives and relations of the German aristocracy and middle classes, cautioned that:

Only a person who has a knowledge of the structure of a society from other sources than purely literary ones is able to find out if, and how far, certain social types and their behavior are reproduced in the novel in an adequate or inadequate manner. What is pure fancy, what realistic observation, and what only an expression of the desires of the author must be separated in each case in a subtle manner.\textsuperscript{27}

Indeed, the fact of the matter is that even the author probably did not — and could not — know just how socially typical or frequent any given attribute, situation, or event really was. For to make inferences about typicality or untypicality requires a systematic, quantitative knowledge about the entire population, a knowledge that few, if any, contemporaries ever possess.\textsuperscript{28}

In short, historians must always be aware of what one scholar has called the "reversibility" of literary evidence, i.e., the fact that a literary work "can represent \textit{either} the perfectly ordinary \textit{or} the quite extraordinary," and we are never quite sure just which way a work should be read.\textsuperscript{29} We would do well to recall here Huxley's remark about "the chief difference between literature and life. In books, the proportion of exceptional to commonplace people is high; in reality, very low."\textsuperscript{30} It is easy to generalize about the past on the basis of a small sample or one lonely fact, but this is poor history.

In summary, using literature to do social history is a highly problematic undertaking. As Laslett has pointed out, using literary evidence is a "theory-laden activity." Before social historians can use literature, they must have a set of interconnected theoretical criteria for deciding such issues as: What is central and what is incidental to the literary theme? What was the artist's purpose in creating the particular work? How is that purpose related to the interests, attitudes, expectations, and outlook of the society or group to which the author and his/her expected readers belonged? To what extent might the work contain elements of the unconscious or fantasy life of the writer? How is fantasy related to real life, now and in the past? In what way can the work be said to be determined by the
social setting and personality of the writer? ‘And finally he has to have a theory of the relationships between ‘truths’ of disparate kinds, poetic truths and historic truths especially.’

Even when attacked with the appropriate theoretical weapons, however, imaginative literature provides us only with impressionistic—and sometimes even systematically deceptive—information about past social reality and thus proves an unreliable historical document. Despite their artistic talent, imaginative writers are in no better position to provide us with accurate observations about social reality than are other social observers, such as journalists or government officials. Indeed, they are arguably in a worse position precisely because they have chosen to write in a fictional mode that mingles imagination with social observation and strives for artistic rather than historical truth. Consequently, as one social historian has remarked,

nearly everything drawn from literature must be verified. In light of the deliberatively fictional nature of the novel, unusual information found there must be compared with data from other sources. But this procedure of verification ironically eliminates the need for the novel's evidence except, perhaps, for anecdotal [or illustrative] material.32

Unless the information found in literature can be checked against other sources, it remains impressionistic and merely suggestive; but when literature merely confirms what one knows from other documentary sources, literary evidence becomes redundant and superfluous.33 Clearly literature does not provide the social historian with a simple mirror of the actual conditions of the past. What is reflected in the social content of literary works is not the writer’s society but at best the writer’s— and as we have seen, even that assumption has become highly questionable. For these reasons, social history that relies heavily on literary evidence for knowledge about past social realities is not very reliable as history.

III

So far I have given a rather pessimistic view of what historians might learn from literature. It is certainly difficult (in light of recent literary theory, some would insist even impossible) to go from text back to context, to use the contents of literary texts to reconstruct historical contexts, either intellectual or social. Can literature be used to understand anything other than literature?

Using examples from the field of interdisciplinary German Studies, I would like to offer a few modest suggestions on how historians might still look to literature to expand their knowledge about the past without falling too deeply into the theoretical and methodological pitfalls discussed above. Although we can no longer consider it the simple, transparent window onto past minds or the faithful mirror of past social conditions that we once did, I still maintain that both intellectual and social historians can use literature to expand our empirical knowledge of the past.

First, a broader view of “literature” can yield—and has yielded—a deeper understanding of the workings and historical evolution of the larger German social, economic, and political system of which literature was a part. We need to look less to individual literary texts and more to literature as a social process—i.e., to see literature or literary life as one of many social and economic institutions in Germany. Imaginative writers have always constituted a relatively distinct, although comparatively small, social elite; writers in Germany can be, and have been, studied empirically in much the same way as other elites—such as the aristocracy—or other social groups—such as artisans, factory workers, or civil servants.35 Writers, however, form only a part of the entire literary process. As the recent reader-response or Rezeptionsästhetik movement in literary theory has made clear, readers of imaginative literature are at least as important as writers in the literary process. Moreover, one must not forget all the intermediaries between author and reader, like book publishers, book sellers, and
book reviewers. One must view literature as an entire process of production, distribution, and consumption involving many essentially distinct yet interacting social and economic groups. When seen as a social process or as a socioeconomic institution, imaginative literature constitutes an undeniably important segment within German social and economic life. Indeed, one could make a compelling argument that literary activity, broadly defined, has played a relatively larger role within the German social and economic system than it has in many other nations (by involving, for example, a greater percentage of the population). Clearly our knowledge of the changing historical structure of German society and of the German economy will remain incomplete without a firm understanding of the changing historical role that all these producers, purveyors, and consumers of imaginative literature have played within these larger systems.

What is needed is a historical sociology of literature in Germany, a social history of reading, writing, and publishing. One could ask such questions as: How has the size, social composition, economic basis, and social prestige of Germany's literary class changed over time, and why? What social, political, and economic roles and functions have literary products, and their creators, distributors, and consumers played in German society? How have those individuals or groups involved in the literary process related to other German social groups and economic institutions? How have various social or economic or political institutions in Germany functioned to facilitate—or to hinder—the literary process?

Taking only this last question, it is evident that German literary publishers serve as important intermediaries between authors and readers. A number of recent studies of German publishers' relations with their authors have revealed just how influential such entrepreneurs have been in the creation and popular success of much nineteenth- and twentieth-century fiction.36 While publishers promote the literary process, censors inhibit it. Studies of literary censorship in Germany can reveal a good deal about how censorship affected imaginative writers and what they wrote, and how censorship influenced the dissemination and public reception of literary works.37

The sociological study of German literary life and literary institutions can also add to our understanding of German political culture. Various social institutions and political movements in German history recognized the importance of imaginative literature and frequently sought to use the creation, distribution, or consumption of literary creations for their own purposes. One recent study, for example, has examined the way in which both elite and popular literature was discussed and disseminated in the feuilleton literary sections of nineteenth-century German newspapers. Fiction in the daily press, this study concludes, functioned as an agent of political socialization and ultimately served to justify and perpetuate the existing social and political order.38 By contrast, an analysis of the complex role that poetry, drama, and fiction played within the subculture created by the socialist labor movement in late nineteenth-century Germany has demonstrated how "socialists and trade unionists made intensive use of various forms of literature, poetry, and drama especially, to broadcast their criticism of contemporary German society and to promote their views of an alternative."39 Depending on the context, then, popular literature has been used both to uphold and to undermine the sociopolitical status quo in Germany. Clearly the various, often contradictory ideological functions and political uses that literature and literary life can have in various historical settings is an area that deserves far more research.

Second, the study of certain kinds of literary texts, especially widely disseminated popular fiction, can reveal much about the popular mentality of Germans in the past. With the rise of social history and its emphasis on the daily lives of the broad masses, interest in traditional intellectual history and the history of ideas—i.e., in the conscious thoughts, values, and creative activities of a narrow cultural elite—has been overshadowed by a new interest in the implicit, often unconscious be-
lief structures and mental systems of the wider populace. Inspired partly by late nine-
teenth-century notions of a "collective psyche" but far more by the structuralist ap-
proach of the French Annales school, modern social and intellectual historians have focused on "mentalité," defined as that "ensemble of aspirations, sentiments, and ideas that unite the members of a given group (most often a social class) and oppose them to other
groups."40 or as "the collective mental and psychological structure of a group at a given period which prescribed the range of possible ways within which individuals thought, felt, and acted."41 Studying the underlying collective consciousness, cosmology, or mentalité of a select group during a particular period involves historically reconstructing their shared psychological categories and modes of thought, their largely unconscious, internalized, and recurring patterns of understanding, valuation, and representation. Without their awareness, this mentality shaped and limited the ways in which members of the group or contemporaries of the period perceived, interpreted, and responded to their world.42

One point of access to a past mentality is the reading matter, especially the fiction, that was popular with the group. On one level popular fiction has often served as an important source of information; before the advent of electronic mass media, popular literature was one of the primary ways many readers came to learn about such subjects as foreign nations, sex, Jews, or their own history. Literary works have thus provided large numbers of people not only with much of the data but also with the images, symbols, and stereotypes they use to think about their world and themselves. Schenda's path-breaking Volk ohne Buch43 shows how certain recurrent themes, stereotypes, narrative strategies, and other conventions in late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century popular reading mat-
ter helped shape the mentality of the German lower classes; Mosse, to cite another promi-
ient example, has used popular literature to probe nineteenth- and early twentieth-cen-
tury German popular conceptions of reality and their relation to nationalism and anti-
semitism;44 and most recently Paret has explored the way in which literary interpreta-
tions of historical subjects (Schiller's historical dramas, Fontane's works about Old Prussia, von Scheffel's novels about medieval German life) influenced the historical thinking of later generations and their sense of the German past.45

Popular literature can be read as more than simply one of the elements that help shape popular mentality. In recent literary theory the movement commonly known as reception theory, reception aesthetics, or reader-response theory is concerned with the role of the reader in the literary process and with how readers in the past responded to the imaginative literature they read. This school maintains that it is the readers of a literar-
y text who assign or construct its meaning by "concretizing" the text's multitude of "in-
determinacies" or by "actualizing" the set of "schemata" of a work.46 Readers bring to a
text their own "horizon," a certain context of preconceptions and implicit beliefs, a set of conventions and expectations; although they are seldom conscious of their horizon or mentality, they use it to interpret a literary text and assign to it a meaning. Readers from different social settings and historical periods bring varying cultural horizons or codes to any given text, and thus respond to it in different ways. By examining how various historical audiences received particular literary works, genres, techniques, themes, or conventions, the historian can begin to probe the mental world of the reader.47

The Rezeption- or Wirkungsgeschichte of liter-
ature can expand our understanding of the collective mentality of past audiences by ex-
ploring what a fictional work meant to readers within a specific historical setting. Since every author writes with some audience in mind, we must ask what understandings and assump-
tions were at work between the text's author and the text's readers, whether intended or actual. What common attitudes, expectations, and values did author and readers share—or
fail to share? What themes, patterns of representation, or sets of conventions did an audience prefer in its literature? Thus, to take but one example of many, by examining both the public and the official responses to naturalistic dramas in imperial Germany, Brauneck demonstrated how works like Hauptmann’s *Die Weber* were read (and misread) by different social groups like the educated middle class and the socialist working class; in doing so, he revealed much about the underlying fears, anxieties, and social and political concerns of these groups. Since the literary works or forms that were most popular (i.e., most widely read) were presumably the ones that coincided most closely to that group’s mental horizon, best-selling popular fiction is the most revealing of the audience’s mentality. The more popular a particular work was and the more enthusiastic its readers, the more likely it is that the cosmology expressed in the work matched that of the work’s readership. In this way, one can say that the contents and strategies of popular reading matter reflect or document the mentalité of its readers and thus furnish a valuable source of information about the mental world of ordinary people in the past.

Third, the purely imaginative, fictional element in certain literary works, usually ignored by historians, can also be valuable for studying the past. Aristotle, we should recall, noted that the historian describes what did happen, while the poet describes what might happen. A character in *Don Quixote* voiced a similar belief when he said that a poet describes things “not as they were, but as they ought to have been; but the historian has to write them down, not as they ought to have been, but as they were, without adding anything to the truth or taking anything from it.” Although historical study is rightly concerned with what was rather than with what might or ought to have been, nevertheless there is a role in historical study for imagination, for speculation about what could or should have happened. Indeed some, like the noted historian Trevor-Roper, believe that only by considering what might have been can we really understand what actually was. “At any given moment of history,” he argues, there are real alternatives, and to discuss them as unreal because they were not realised . . . is to take the reality out of the situation. How can we explain what happened and why if we only look at what happened and never consider the alternatives, the total pattern of forces whose pressure created the event? . . . History is not merely what happened: it is what happened in the context of what might have happened. Therefore it must incorporate, as a necessary element, the alternatives, the might-have-beens.

It is precisely here, I would suggest, that imaginative literature can teach us historians something. When novelists or dramatists like Schiller or Döblin or Hauptmann or Hochhuth write about historical subjects like Wallenstein or the Silesian weavers’ revolt or the German revolution of 1918 or the Vatican and World War II, they provide the historian with “alternative” views of what might have happened. (Likewise, utopian literature provides visions of alternate social or political outcomes.) Such alternative views can—and should—prompt historians to ask new questions about the past, to rethink why events happened as they did in these cases. While imaginative or fictionalized accounts of past people or events should certainly not be taken as historical knowledge, they often open the way for such knowledge. By providing a vision of alternate social or political outcomes, they can induce historians to reexamine an actual outcome as only one of many possible outcomes and to identify and analyze the factors and conditions that brought about this particular outcome. In other words, sometimes imaginative literature can prompt historians to see the past in fruitful new ways that can result in better historical explanations about what actually happened in the context of what might have happened. The controversy over Hochhuth’s *Der Stellvertreter,* for example, has unleashed a whole new wave of historical research and historical insights into Vatican policy in World War II.
Finally, in recent years historians have profited greatly from a close study of the internal, intrinsic aesthetic features of imaginative literature—that is, from the analysis of poetic form and style, linguistic structure, narrative emplotments, literary genre, and the like. By using some of the tools and methods of recent literary theory and criticism and applying these to historical writing, historians like Peter Gay, Hayden White, and Dominick LaCapra have inspired historians to rethink the very nature of our discipline and to see what we do in a whole new light. Gay, White, LaCapra, and others have pointed out the many similarities between literary and historical narrative; they have shown us that works of history, like those of literature, are verbal structures in the form of a narrative prose discourse with a deeper poetical, linguistic structural content. Like imaginative writers, all historians employ a certain style that consists of archetypical narrative emplotments, certain tropes of poetic language, and certain conceptual strategies by which they seek to explain or represent the historical data. These tropes and strategies of emplotment prefigure the historical data with which they deal. In short, recent applications of literary theory to historiography have pointed up the artistic components of history writing, the poetic and textual nature of any historical work. Whether else it may be, history, we have come to realize once again, is really a branch of literature: the writing of history is a poetic act, and historical works are a literary form. Historical scholarship is as artistic as it is scientific; it contains creative and fictive elements, it relates both the real and the imagined. It is part memory, part imagination. Such insights obviously have tremendous implications for all historians and for our entire discipline, implications that go far beyond the scope of this paper. Within the specific field of German intellectual history, however, these insights have been used to reinterpret the works of such noted German historians as Ranke, Burchhardt, and Marx. By recognizing the literary dimension of these authors' historical works and by analyzing their styles, language, and narrative strategies, we have come to reassess their general styles of thinking, their intentions, their values, and their scholarly achievements.

IV

I will conclude by citing the noted Roman historian Plutarch, who insisted that we should "take the stories least like poetry as our guide to the truth." Modern historians need not be nearly so cautious about relying on literature to learn about historical reality, but they must exercise care. Although there are formidable barriers to using literature to reconstruct past realities, they are not insurmountable. By paying as much, if not more attention to the methods of literary scholarship as to the contents of individual literary works, historians can rely on literature to increase their knowledge about the real past.

Picasso once characterized art as a lie that makes us realize the truth. Differentiating between the two has always been a challenging task.
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